


Late 20th century’s biggest discoveries  









 DRM1, fulfill  NWNH alone  
  1.3m aperture, unobscured (to fit ATLAS V) 
  5 year mission 
  2.4um cutoff 
  0.356 deg2  (36 H2RG with 0.18”/pixel) 
  0.671 deg2  (18 H4RG with 0.17"/pixel) DRM1a 
  Prisms: 1.7-2.4um (galaxy redshift survey) and  0.6-2.4um (SN) 

 DRM2 fulfill NWNH with Euclid, LLST(NASA contribute to Euclid) 

  1.1m aperture, unobscured (to fit Falcon9) 
  3 year mission 
  2.4um cutoff 
  0.585 deg2 FOV (7x2 H4RG(-10) at 0.18”/pixel) 
  Prisms  1.7-2.4um (galaxy redshift survey) and  0.6-2.4um (SN) 

 NRO-1 (gifted by National Reconnaissance Office) 

  2.4m aperture 
  0.35 deg2 FOV (16 H4RG(-10) at 0.13”/pixel) 



DRM1 layout

Unobscured optics 
provide clean PSF 



DRM2 Field of view 
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Potential Payload 
Overview: 
- 2 wide field 
instruments                  - 
2 small, finer  
sampled instruments 

Preliminary Instrument Design: 
  Based on existing telescope  primary and secondary mirrors 

without changes 
  Initial wide-field instrument shown; 2nd wide-field instrument 

would be a mirror image 
  3 mirror camera, folded, with filter at pupil 

  Filter & prism wheels (not shown) in ea. wide field instrument 
  Fits within instrument volume implied by existing struts 
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WFIRST fields 

WFIRST fields

Observable by Subaru 





  planetary microlensing 

Time scale: tp~M1/2 ~1day(MJ) 

Sensitive to Cold planets 
outside of snowline (~3AU) 



Muraki et al.(2011)

Survey & follow-up from Ground 

MOA-II 1.8m 



Next generation 24h survey network 
新MOA-III 望遠鏡 
口径：　1.5m 
FOV: 4.8平方度 

ナミビア（H.E.S.S. site）　 
標高1800m 
4-10月の晴天率：８６％

24時間連続観測によって、追観測なしで惑星検出を約17個/年に大幅に上げる



space 

ground 

Habitable Earths 
orbiting G & K stars 
accessible only 
from space 

Expect ~190 
free-floating 
Earths 



Detailed fitting to the photometry 
yields the parameters of the 
detected planets. 

• 300Mstars 
• 15min cadence 
• 72 day continuous observation x7 

Time-series 
photometry 
is combined 
to uncover 
light curves 
of 
background 
source stars 
being 
lensed by 
foreground 
stars in the 
disk and 
bulge.  
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Free-Floating Planet,  
events with timescale tE<２days 

tE=1.2days 
  ~Jupiter mass

1day  

€ 

tE =
RE (M,D)

vt
~ M /MJ day

M：lens mass 
MJ: Jupiter mass 
D：distance 
vt: velocity~２０days for stars

TS et al. 2011
As Many FFP as stars!





•  Space-based imaging needed for high precision photometry of 
main sequence source stars (at low magnification) and lens star 
detection 

•  High Resolution + large field + 24hr duty cycle =>WFIRST 
•  Space observations needed for sensitivity at a range of 

separations and mass determinations 

CTIO HST WFIRST 



16” 

Matthew Penny (OSU) 





Possible contribution to  
Euclid/WFIRST from Japan 

Hardware (for WFIRST): 
  Flight calibration system 
  Integral field spectrograph 
  Fine guidance sensor 
  H4RG development by IRSF 
    long-term characterization 

Non-Hardware: 
  Data from a wide-area sky survey performed at the 

Subaru telescope, designed to complement the Euclid/
WFIRST observing program 

  Data processing and archiving 




